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l. 
This inventionL relates to form-binding ma 

chines useful for the mechanical aligning, 
straightening, stacking` and fastening- together 
Vsheets of paper and the like, Whereinpre-selected 
single sheets-roughly arranged into desired groups 
(such as bookletV signatures; business form sets, 
lined tablets, etc.) may be brought into align 
ment with each other and boundëtogether bythe 
application of adhesives. 
Particularly in that portion of thebindingart 

devoted to the binding together» sets- alternately 
comprisedA of' printedf forms interleaved with car 
bon paper, many devicesv have been developed in 
which printing, perforating, punching and other 
voperations required; on` the- printed form- have 
beer» accomplished on continuous web presses, 
and later interleaved on machines known as “Col 
latorsf’ `to provide the carbon paper interleav 
ing. In machines of this type., the various parts 
of the Web are bound toeachother by the appli 
cation of aV continuous strip ofy adhesive applied 

‘ between each part by rotary applicators. Regis 
tration», or the accurate positioning of each sheet 
of such sets With each other sheet, Ais- obtained by 
punching‘accurately spaced holes along the edges 
of the Webs during the printing operation, and 
later using these holes as» feed-ing means in the~ 
collating machines, to> prevent slippage and mis 
location ofthe sheetswith- respect to each other. 
These guide holes are trimmed off prior tothe 
final?" cut-oit of the web into- single» sets. The 
disadvantages of' this method. include the neces 
sity of a large paper Wastage, the requirement of 
relatively large quantities of any given specifica 
tion, the high cost or the equipment, the limita 
tion» of the number of‘parts to a set ofthe “sta 
ti'onsí’ or backstand capacity of the collators», and 
the diñiculties encountered because of variable 
stretches and shrinkages of the paper stock after 
being punched, often causingvthe guide holes to 
become unequally spaced' to prevent their proper 
functioning as registration feeding means-and 
other diiiiculties. 
These difhculties, and particularly the high cost 

in time and material in the preparation of the 
various rolls or webs of material to- be collated 
and bound, have caused> the> unending search by 
printers and binders over many recent years for 
a simple and easy means. of binding such “sets” 
of forms` prepared by ordinary “sheet” printing 
methods. 

Several! machines have been devised to aid the 
“sheet” method of collating and binding. One of 
these, of the “conveyor”‘type, provides “stations” 
or> locations for individual hand feeding of'sheets 
vby operators to a conveyor belt requiring one 
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operator for every “partf'" or separate ¿sheet ofthe 
set being made. The sheets> are positioned by 

. pin guides on1 the belt, and adhesive applicators 
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apply adhesive to each- sheet between` the feedi 
ing stations. The Agreat*disadvantage of this 
method andi machine is that: the failure to feed 
by any operator, orv the misplacement 'of any 
sheet, causesl the: entire operation to cease» until 
the. error is corrected.V ' - 

Another type, known as “Spob-Grl‘uers” consists 
of' a table to which anl operator hand-feeds' indi 
vidual sheets to which adhesive is applied to each 
sheet between the feedingoperations'A by a series 
of ñngers containing the adhesive. Whirlethis 
type of device isy used for the bindingv of- sets 
of two to five sheets “par-ts,” theïrequirement 
of feeding eaclir sheet separately makes the oper 
ation relatively lslow and costly where av greater 
number of parts'is required. 
A fourth method of binding sets in very com 

mon use is known as Edge-Padding. Forms tobe 
bound by this. method are pre-collated to the 
desired “'set,” joggeel‘ to register, trimmed to size, 
stackedî a “glu-ing rack,"’ hand-painted with 
adhesive, dried andy later sliced into individual 
sets'. - ~ 

It will be seen from the foregoing description 
that the steps in- all of the methods in common 
use for collecting and binding “Setsf’ “Signa 
tures,” “Pads” and the like, consist of means to 
gather such: groups in desired rotation- and regis 
ter and causing their various parts tov adhere to 
each >other by the application of adhesives. In 
the/“sheetïq methods'described, it has> been nec 
essary toA locate the sheets in a position of regis 
try or alignment, sheet by sheet, and' to apply 
the adhesive as a subsequent operation. In some 
instances, such as edge-padding, several subse 
quent operations have-been necessary. 

It is an object of my invention to provide an 
improved and simpliiied form-binding machine 
structure- which may- be keconomically manu-iac 
tured from comparatively inexpensive parts but 
which> will be of sturdy construction and will be 
reliable and e?lìcient in operation over long peri 
ods of' time andv will require little attention an 
adjustment. ' 

Another obj ect of my invention is to provide a 
machine into which may be fed> a group of loose, 
diiierent, roughly-gathered sheets comprising a 
multisheet form or set, which will align», “inside 
glue” and’ discharge a single bound set; and a 
related object is to make provision for said ma 
chine to press and Wipe the adhering edges when 
necessary and- toy align the> finished individual 
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Another object of my invention is to provide 
a form-binding machine equipped with means to 
accurately align roughly-gathered sets of sheets, 
from two to fifty or more, and automatically to 
present and feed to an adhesive supplying mech 
anism the proper edge and surface of the sheets 
for automatic application of adhesive. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a 

machine equipped with means of applying vadhe 
sive simultaneously to the leading edges and 10 
adjacent inner surfaces of all sheets of a set vor 
the like which it is desired to bind. ' 
Another object of my invention is ltofprovide 

for the Vdelivery of aligned and bound sets in 
finished aligned groups. Y 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

for the automatic binding of predetermined 
numbers of sheets of different weights or char 
acteristics (such as carbon paper and printed 
forms) interleaved as desired, the adhesive being 20 
inside the bound edges of the sheets. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

a form-binding machine of the foregoing type 
with means to grip and remove the boundv form a 
or group of sheets from the adhesive applying 25 
means; and a related object is to provide addi 
tional means to 4press and wipe the edges of the 
bound sheets to remove adhesive which may be 
clinging to them. if; 
A still further object is to provide in a machine 30 

of the foregoing kind means to clean oí regu- ' 
larly and automatically the .pressing and wiping 
means. ' 

Other objects and advantages will become ap 
parent as the invention is described in connec- 35 
tion with the acompanying drawings. 
My invention lies in my discovery that when 

individual sheets such as for making up any de 
sired “set” are caused to align themselves withífí: 
each other by the vibrations or motion of the 4o 
edges against a stop plate coated with adhesive, 
in the course of this aligning movement their 
desired edge and surface portions adjacent to 
the edge‘become coated with the adhesive. Fur-if; 
thermoreit was discovered that in such cases “f5 
Where it is advisable for purposes of avoiding 
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adherance between sets'or groups or for other 
reasons to pre-coat the adhesive material and 
merely reactivate it by a solvent, heat or pres-1 >~ 
sure in the manner above-described, the same 50 
result could be accomplished. The experiments 
with the above combination demonstrate that 
adhesives, or adhesive-activating agents applied 
>as described, may be made to cause the variousf."` 
sheets in the set to adhere to each other and 55 
that the adherence will occur at an instant when 
the desired edge rof each sheet is inexact align 
ment» with the corresponding edge of each other 

sheet, this being the desired relation. _K From the above it will be seen and from the 60 

following description and drawings it will become 
clear that my inventionfprovides a means 'for 
theautomatic and simultaneous application' of 
the necessary adhesive, adhesive activator or sol-ç.; 
vent or the like, to all of the sheets to be bound G5 
during the aligning process, whether the number 
0f sheets be two or many more, and whether 
the sheets be the same or different in quality or 

size. ~ In describing the invention for simplicity of 70 
expression I refer to “glue” and “gluing” but it 
will be understood that I include thereby other 
liquid'adhesives,v adhesive solvents and activa 
tors, whether or not heat and pressure are also 
required as in the case of some plastic substance. 75 

4 
Referring to the drawings, Fig. 1 is a side ele 

vation view of a machine embodying the princi 
ples of my invention; 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary detailed perspective 
view looking at the back side of the glue plate 
assembly; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary detail perspective View 
of the connection between the glue Iplate and its 
support'at the right end of the plate as viewed 
in Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary detailed perspective 
view similar to Fig. 3 but of the connection be 

Y»tween the glue plate and its support at the left 
end; 

` Fig. 5 is a fragmentary detailed perspective 
view of one end of the take-off mechanism by 
which the glued unit is taken from the glue plate 
for presentation to the wiping mechanism; 

Fig. 6 is an end elevation view of the upper 
portion of the glue plate assembly with lthe take 
off mechanism before it; 

Fig. 7 is a plan view of the driving means and 
connections for the various elements of the in 
vention other than the jogging table; 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary perspective view illus 
trating the jogging table and another form of 
glue plate assembly; 

Fig. 9 is an end elevation view of the back of 
the glue plate assembly illustrated in Fig. 8; 

Fig. 10 is a detail elevation View of the con 
nection between the gate and its support of the 
glue Vplate assembly illustrated in Fig. 8; 

Fig. ̀ 11 is a perspective view looking upward 
' at the mechanism for the jogging table; 

Fig. 12 is a fragmentary detailed view partly 
in section and partly broken away of the form 
of glue plate assembly illustrated in Figs. 8, 9 and 
10. ` 

Fig. 13 is a side elevation view showing in 
dotted and in full line'positions, two different p0 
sitions of the take-off mechanism, only that por 
tion- thereof which is in front of the line |3-I3 
Yof Fig. 7 being shown; Y 

Fig. 14 is a fragmentary detailed view partly 
in section of the cam drive for one of the ele 
ments of the take-off mechanism; 

Fig. 15 is a front elevation view looking direct 
lyV at the wiping mechanism employed in my in-` 
vention; 

Fig. 16 is a side elevation view of the wiping 
mechanism looking in the direction of the arrows 
I6I6 of Fig. 15; 

Fig. 17 is a side elevation view similar to Fig. 
16 but with the wiping jaws closed; 

Fig. 18 is a detailed view of the wiping jaw 
mechanism showing the pair of jaws at the right 
of Fig. l5 when those jaws are closed; 

Fig. 19 is a View similar to Fig. 17 but with 
the wiping jaws open, the mechanism appearing 
as if seen looking in the direction of the arrows 
along line IS-i 9 of Fig. 15; 

Fig. 20 is an end elevation view looking into 
the discharge end of the invention illustrated in 
Fig. 1. . 

The invention as illustrated is supported by a 
suitable frame work comprised of angle irons but 
any other suitable frame work may be employed. 

Generally speaking, the invention comprises 
several related mechanisms. First, there is a 
table or support upon which are placed the sheets 
which will comprise the individual unit or form 
and which are to be glued together at one edge. 
On this tablerthe sheets to comprise the form 
are vibrated or moved rapidly to align them with 
one another and are presented to the mechanism 
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forl 'applyingxglue orA other adhesive, adhesive: ac 
tivator or solventl or the like. 
The second portion of the invention therefore 

comprises. the “gluing” mechanism or> assembly. 
vThis comprises the applicator or glue plate 50 
and associ-ated parts which are supported from 
Ythe vertical posts 30 and 34. 

After the sheets comprising the form are 
caused to adhere at their edge portions they are 
grasped by the third portion ofthe machine com 
prising thetake-off mechanism designated gen 
Íerally by the letter T. (See Figs. 1 and 13.) The 
take-off vmechanism presents the form to the 
fourth-portion of the machine comprisingI the 
wiping mechanism. The wiping mechanism is 
designated generally by the letter W. (See Figs. 
1, 13 and for details, Figs. 15 110420.) 

All~ of the foregoingl generally-described por 
tions of the invention are related functionally in 
the following way: The sheets comprising the 
form are caused to adhere by the gluing mecha 
nism and then are taken by the take-off mecha 
nism to be presented to the wiping mechanism 
which gently presses together the glued edges and 
wipes off the edge any adherent tiny globules of 
glue. Hence the machine does notv complete its 
operations on the form; until after the wiping 
mechanism has functioned. Following that the 
form is discharged. 
With the foregoing in mind the details of the ' 

several portions of the machine willnow be de 
scribed. 
The vibrating or jogging table 40 may be sup 

ported by means of S springs 42‘ from a station 
ary platform 4| located between and supported ' 
by the vertical posts 30., 3|, 33 andâli. Structure 
of this sort is described and illustrated in my co 
pending application S. N. 587,554, ñled April 10, 
1945, entitled “Jogging Machine.” It will be un 
derstood, however, that. the present invention is 
not limited to the use of such jogging or vibrat 
ing means as is illustrated and described‘inv that 
application, such structure being mentioned 
merely as an example of a suitable sort of vibrat 
ing means. Any means which brings the edges 
into alignment by sliding movement of the sheets 
over one another can be used. 
Upon the fixed platform 4|. is mounted the 

driving motor 43 which through a pulley and vbelt 
drive operates the vibrating. means designated." 
generally by thev numeral 40 in Fig. 11. (See also 
Fig. 1.) Upon the vibrating table 4G may con 
veniently be arranged a rail or guiding edge 45 
so that as the sheets of paper which are to com 
prise the individual form are tossed upon thel ' 
table 40, one edge of such sheets-will work its way 
over with abutment against and be guided by the 
railv 4,5. The table 410- is preferably tilted at a 
convenient angle so as to cause. the vibrating 
sheets to move toward the left-hand edge of the 
table as viewed in Fig. 1. /As the sheets are caused 
to move in this manner by the'vibration of the 
table, the forward' edge ofthe sheets (the left-.edge 
in Fig. 1') will abut a glueplate 50 which is located 
and, moves adjacent theforward edge of the` jog- l. 
ging table 4D.. In this manner the sheets are 
lined; up and ready for the application of thev ad 
hesive, adhesive activator or solvent or the like 
to their forwardedges in the manner now to be 

f described. 

The gluing assembly 

Referring to the form ofthe invention illus 
trated in Figs. 1„ 2,3, 4 and 6,'a gluev plate, prefer 
ably of metal,y ismounted insuch a way as to be 
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lupon ahorizontal shaft' 69. 

moved in 'a plane. perpendicular to. the; jogging 
table, 4û'adjacent the table’s forward edge.` The 
glueplate 50 is pivotally supported on .upwardly 
extending rods 5| and 52 which.; are f slidably 
mounted in guide. blocks or bearings..53V and 54 
(Fig. 6)„ mounted upon the verticalposts 3l)` and 
34. TheV glue plate. is caused to rise andlfallrby 
substantially vertical movement of the rods». 5|, 
52. For this purpose on the top endof the. right 
rod. 5| (Fig. 2) a rectangular block§55is secured. 
From the side of this block nearest the glue plate 
5H there 'extends in a radial direction a headed 
pin 5S. To receive the headed pin 56 there is 
mounted fixedly upon the glue plate 50 adjacent 
the right end thereof a block 51 having an in 
verted U-shaped recess opening into the bottom 
thereof, the recess being undercut for the-head 
ofthe pin 56. By the described connectionY the 
glue -plate is mounted at its Vright end` pivotally 
and removably upon the rod 5|. l 
At the »left end the glue plate is mounted upon 

the rod 52 by a diiTerent pivotal connection. A 
block 58 is secured upon the rod 52 near its upper 
end and has a radiaLrecess to receive a pin 59 
laterally extending from a short link 6|) which 
is secured to a block 5| ñxedly mounted upon 
the left' end of the glue plate 50. In order» to 
guide the upper end of the rod 52 a ñbre- roller 
S3 is mounted axially upon the top rod. The 
roller may roll over the surface of a block '64 
secured to the-upper end: of the glue plate 5B. It 
isy desirable> that the> roller be provided because 
of relative motion between the plate and the rod 
52 as willY now appear from the following de 
scription-of the mechanism-for raising‘and lower 
ing theI glue plate.> ' _ 

Gn the mid-portion of the rod 5| there »is rad 
justably secured another >block 66 yto the inner 
side of which the upper end of a link 671` is piv 
otally connected. The'lower end of the'lin'k 61 
has/a- pivotal connection with a crank 68 mounted 

The sha-ft -S'EI is driven 
by'a motor‘lû (see Figs. 1 and 7) mounted upon 
a horizontal frame bar between the vertical frame 
posts 3'6 and 3|. A belt ll connects a' pulley on 
theY drive shaft of the motor-lil withv another 
pulley of a reduction ̀ gear box 12’. A drive gear 
T3 on the opposite side Yof a boX from the'pul'ley 
meshes with a similar spur gear 'M mounted upon 
the shaft 5S. In this manner the shaft Eiland 
’the crank 63 are rotated. 

In a similar manner at the. opposite end yof the 
shaft 'Se there is mounted a crank 'l5 having a pin 
connection'at its endwith the’lower end' of a 
link bar 16. The upper end ofthe link bar ‘l5’ is 
‘connected pivotally with a blockl 'il adjustab‘ly 
mounted upon the mid-portion of the rod 52. V 
The crank arm l5 islonger than the crank arm 

'53 with the result that when the shaft 69' rotates 
the left end (referring to Fig. 2) of the glue plate 
moves higher or has a longer path than the right 
hand. By reason of the unequal movement of 
the ends of the glue plate, the bottomv of the plate 
lies in a horizontal plane when; the plate is at its 
lowest point.; and when it is` at its lowest point 
the slot 82 is in register with the forward edges of 
the jogging table dal. When the plate is at its 
lowest point the bottom edge of ther glueplaîter is 
withina trough 3B, containing liquid adhesive or 
adhesive activator or the like and supported upon 
a horizontal frame member 8| connected between 
the vertical frame posts 39 and. 34‘. The lower 
edge of the glue plate, which lies within the 
trough is preferably serrated so that the liquid 
adhering thereto will drop off/at the. points' of 
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'the serrations rather than running down toward 
the lowerend ofthe blade as the blade tilts 

From the foregoing it may now be seen that ̀ as 
ythe immersed lower edge ofthe glue blade Eil rises, 
it fwill rub over the forward edges of the sheets 
comprising the individual form F which are tov be 
glued. . The glue plate tilts as it rises becausev of 
.the unequal movement of the ends of the plate 
asabove described. When the glue plate is in its 
>highest position, its lower edge is parallel with 
¿the edge of the jogging table. The vibrating ac 
tion of thetable causes the sheets of the form 
to move within a small compass over the wet face 
of the glue blade causing a very small amount of 
liquid or ‘glue to enter between the sheets of the 
form at the forward edge. The very thin Strip 
of glue or liquid which enters between the sheets 
is nevertheless suñicient to cause the sheets to ad 
here together at and adjacent their edges. The 
sheets at the moment of adherence are in register 
and thereafter remain so. 

Y « In order to remove or discharge the glued form, 
YI provide in the glue plate a slot 82. This slot is 
at such an angle to the horizontal that the lower 
edge of the slot is in alignment with the edge of 
they vibrating table 40 when or at approximately 
the` time that the glue blade is at its lowest point. 
Thus, the form F may move through the slot 82 
under'the force of gravity after being glued. It 
may then be collected in a container or removed 
by hand but I prefer to remove it mechanically 
‘and present the glued edge to wiping means as 
will presently be described. With some glues and 
.under some circumstances it may possibly be un 
necessary to wipe olf the glued edge since ordi 
narily only a minute and very small number of 
droplets of glue will occasionally adhere to the 
glued edge of the form; but for most purposes it 
is essential that every trace of glue be removed. 
From the foregoing it will be apparent that the 

unequal or tilting movement of the rising blade 
is necessary practically becauserof the tilted con 
dition of the vibrating table 40 when considered 
against the necessity for having the glue trough 
in a horizontal position. Since for practical pur 
poses it is desirable only to have perhaps about 
aninch of the lower end of the glue blade im 
mersed in the glue trough, elevation of the blade 
without. tilting is impractical if not inoperative 
because that would result in part of the edge of 
the forminot being glued. 
In Figs. 8-12 I have shown another form of 

gluing mechanism. Here the jogging table and 
jogging mechanism and the mechanism for rais 

i ing and lowering the glue plate are as before. 
However, the glue plate differs from the previ 
ously-described form in that a larger slot or 
opening is provided, the purpose of which will be 
explained. 

Instead of the forward edge of the form abut 
ting the glue plate during the jogging and align 
ment of the sheets comprising the form F, afgate 
or bar 8571s provided closely adjacent the forward 
edge of the jogging table'to hold the form upon 
the table during its alignment. The gate 85 is 
held slidably on extensions 39a: and 34.7: of the 
posts 30, 34 by bolts 86 and 81 extending laterally 
therefrom and passing through parallel short 
slots 88 adjacent the opposite ends of the gate 
85. To fractionally hold the gate 85 in what 
ever position it is moved into, springs 89 are coiled 

‘ about the shanks of the bolts and press the bar 
against the surface of the extension 38:1: and 34:13. 
In the lower position of the gate 85 (wherein _ 

the top of the slots rest upon the bolts) the lower 
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-edge' of the gate is adjacent but below the forward 
edge of the jogging table so that the gate holds 
the forms thereon. In the upper raised Yposition 
of the gate 85 wherein the lower end of theA slots 
is next to the Shanks of the bolts 86, there is' a 
free space between the bottom edge of the gate 
85 and the top of the jogging table 40'. Hence 
it is possible for the form to slide under the 
gate. 

Since the elevation of the gate 85 leaves a gap 
between the surface of the glue plate and the 
forward edges of the jogging-table into which 
the form might slip, I provided a U-bentwire 90 
or equivalent means, depending from the’lower 
edge of the gate 85 and having itsY mid-portion 
parallel to and in alignment with the edge of the 
jogging table when the gate 85 is elevated. Thus 
this wire will fill the gap between the surface of 
the glue plate and the jogging table and enable 
the form F to move into the opening 93 in the 
glue plate 50 at the proper time and in the desired 
manner. . 

In order to elevate the gate at the proper time, 
I provide a pin 9| on the lower portion of the 
glue plate and extending laterally so as to en 
gage the bottom surface of the gate 85. This pin 
is so located that it will elevate the gate at or 
immediately prior to the time the glue-covered 
zone across the bottom edge of the glue plate 
comes into alignment with the top of the jogging 
table. YThus as the gate is elevated the forward 
edges of the sheets of the form move over into 
engagement with that portion of` the glue plate 
bearing the glue and the gluing takes place in 
the same manner as in the previously-described 

form. . . 

As the operating mechanism for the glue plate 
continues, it starts to move the glue plate down 
wardly; but the gate remains elevated because of Y 
the friction-holding means (Fig. 10) previously 
described. While the glue plate is descending 
the large opening 93 provides the needed time 
interval for the form F to move through the glue 
plate and to be discharged or taken away by the 
take-off mechanism. 
The glued form having been removed, it is 

now necessary to lower the gate into its starting 
or original position. For this purpose I provide 
a pin 82 near the top edge of the glue plate in 
lposition to engage the top edge of the gate 85 as 
the glue plate descends. Thus the gate'is lowered 
into position for the sheets of the next form to 
,be placed upon the jogging table and the opera 
tion completed. 

The take-o1? mechanism 
In order to take away the glued form F asit 

passes through the slot 82 in the-glue blade`5|l 
and to present the glued edge to wiping means, 
I provide mechanism including gripping jaws to 
grasp the form just back of the glued edge so 
that the glued edge is free and can be presented 
to wiping means as will now be described. As the 
edge of the glued form passes through the slot 
82, it is gripped between a pair of relatively mov 
able jaws |00 and | I0 extending transversely from 
side to side of the machine. The lower jaw |90 
comprises a rod, either round or flat-topped, 
which may be ’rubber-covered or not, with its 
ends ñxedly mounted in oscillating parallel metal 
arms |82, |03 locatedon opposite sides of the 
machine. These arms are pivotally mounted at 
their bottom ends in such a way as to cause their 
oscillation in unison as will presently be de 
scribed. The upper ends ofthe bars |02, |83 are 
bent as may be seen best in Fig. 6 to incline tlí‘e 
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jawsfso >as to vbe at Athe same angle as the .glue 
plate .slot 8:2 and jogging table edge when the 
jaws vrare .adjacent the slot >and .ready .to grasp 
the edge of the form issuing therethrough. 

‘ 'The upper jaws |10 .preferably comprise a 
sqfuanefrod'whose ̀ ends are slidably mounted with. 
in yslots |05 in the upper ends of thenoscillating 
arms |02, |03, the slots ‘being just -above'fthe 
mounting Aof the lower jaw. AIn order `to move 
the upper jaw | |0 relative to fthe 'lower jaw, cast 
metal 'links ||2 Yare Iconnected >with the ends of 
the upper jaw I I0 which ̀ extends through the 
slot |105. VTo the :lower ends -of the links ||2` are 
pivotally connected one end of crank arms-»|10 
(as-may best be seen ̀in Fig. 5), the lother -end «of 
the-crank 1N, being mounted rigidly upon a »rock 
shaft H5 extending transversely .of >the vmachine 
below the jaw members and journal'led rockably 
Within'fthe ~arms |02, |03. In order to rock the 
shafti-IS, -a rocker arm ||.6 is «secured upon the 
rocks/haft H5 extending radially theretromfhav 
ing’its‘free end Vconnected -pivotally to a longi 
tudinally reciprocating connector bar f|»|"| which 
entends downwardly and atfits lower end l'has a 
slotted connection with a shaft |50. (See YFig. 
13s) 'Ilhis reciprocating bar | |'| is not caused to 
move Albythe shaft |50 .but is -simply'gu’ided Ithere 
by. 

. ‘In .order to move the-»connector bar |121 inthe 
direction kof 'its ïlength, a lroller ||18 bis provided 
extending» from ‘the side thereof .near its lower 
end imposition .to . engage ̀with »the upper surface 
of a-rockingllever |19. The rocking :lever vis .piv 
otailiy mounted upon a stationary stand .|20 at 
one 1end and at .its -otherpend ̀ has a cam roller :|22 
adapted to follow .a rotary cam |24 mounted 
upona transverse cam shaft |25. 

,As the cam V|124 rotates the rocking lever |19 
rocks up and down „and .thus the connecting bar 
|.|;`| ¿is Icaused tto move »lengthwise up and down. i. 
To assist gravity, a spring |2| «may .be anchored 
at itsrfupperend to the >connector bar |.|,'| and .at 
itsilower end v_toene .of the fixed bearing supports 
|:2.2.:fo_r the shaft |50. By lthis mechanismsthe 
upper jaw I l0 is caused to move toward and away 
from the lower jaw |100. 
In .order to -stop .at just the .right place `the 

sliding of ‘the for-m F :through the jaws L00, ||.0 
after „application Äof glue, .and in order .that `when 
the jaws `grip the :form .the gripping will take 
place at precisely .the right point, Iiproviide .curved 
stop fingers |30 (see Figs. .5 and ̀ l2) .of which .two 
or more may ,be mounted -on an oscillating shaft 
|3| pivotally mounted ,and .extending ïbetween 
the .arms |02, lr03. The location vof these fingers 
in position to stop ìthe 'form 'F is illustrated in 
Fig. <12. 
ATo move the fingers out of the way .as ~the 

take-.off mechanism swings left v(Figs. 1 and ~13), 
I provide (see Fig.’ 5) on an .extension of 'one 
end of Ythe ,shaft 13| -a crank 'arm |32 vwhich is 
rocked vby `a vconnecting link |33 .attached îpiv 
otal'ly at one of its >ends to the crank. Near _the 
other end of :the link |33 theìffree-end of .an idling 
crank arm l|34 ¿is pivotally connected, rthe lidling 
crank »being pivotally Amounted Von-_a 2Din 2| 35 @prg 
jecting from a 4lateral Aboss. 43.6 4on the oscillating 
arm L02. 
of Athe l»link |33 is a .cam roller |311 riding .onut‘he 
underside of a stationary cam jtrack or -camîbar 
|38 extending alongside of themachine -fromethe 
top of .the ventical fpostw;|'.32 to a'pointJ-bel'ow .the 
level ¿of .the .glue reservoir v'(seeFigs. 1, 1‘3 and 
125)..' The icam .bai-nis made; non-.concentric about 
the ipivot.- of î. the. take-.oft'ß-mechanismibut instead 

Laterall-y projecting . ¿at lower zend. 
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with the curve at its left end flattened (see Fig. 
13) whereby the link |33 is moved substantially 
in the direction of its length, causing oscillating 
of the shaft |3| and movement of the fingers |30 

1 from -theoperative position of Fig. 12 to the ini 
active position of Fig. 5, and vice versa on return 
movement. « 

As the take-off mechanism moves from the 
gluing mechanism toward the wiping mecha 
nism, the angle of the paper relative to >the hori 
zontal changes. At the start, Athe angle is sub» 
stantially the same as >that of the jogging table, 
ordinarily about 30°; at >the wiping mechanism 
the angle is about 60°. 

in order to support the form as it moves from 
the gluing mechanism to the wiping mechanism 
there are provided a series of spaced parallel thin 
supporting rods, |00, extending lengthwise of the 
machine from a transversely located shaft ~|4| 
pivotally mounted in ,bracket .L44 on thewiping 
mechanism frame. At each end of the shaft |44| 
there 1is `mounted a v»cra-nk arm |42A urged-in a 
counter-clockwise direction *by a coiled «tension 
spring >|03 anchored to the frame of the >wiping 
mechanism. The effort of the spring |43 exerted 
through the crank »arm |40 upon the shaft "MI 
tends to move ̀the 'supporting rods |40 ina c_oun 
ter-¿clockwise direction. >'This tendency yis re 
sistedV by the rods coming ¿into engagement` With 
theV undersideof the lower jaw member |00 of 
the take-off Jmechanism. `As thev take-'off’mech 
anism moves from the gluing mechanismtoward 
the *wiping mechanism, the rods" 440 arethus 
urged ~to move 2in a counter-clockwise direction 

« from >the position substantially as illustrated in 
full lineSïin'FÍg. A1'3 to the dotted line position. 

being vacted u_pon (see Fig. 13) ‘by the wiping 
mechanism asy will hereinafter .be described. 
When the wiping mechanism Ahas .completed its 
work, the' form can 'thus >`be lallowed tov move 
under’the forceof ,gravity jintoa collecting .basket 
or vthe zlike Aor f‘rt can` be,` removed 'by mechanical 
means kornfia’nually as desired. 

TheV gearing .for‘the'cam shaft >|25 >andthe 
take-off mechanism is" located upon ̀a 'base plate> 
B mounted .at the bottom of _the vframe of .the 
machine.` 'The ‘base .plate is tilted from front ̀ to 
rear ,atV about the ~>same angle as the forward 
edgeUOÍ 'theiogging plate. ’ The part of .the .plate 
íarlîheslt'from theV .observer in Fig. 1 is higher 
than ’the part nearest .the observer. y 

','Iîhe .camshaft |25 is. mounted in fixed jour; 
nals or bearingsv |.25a and |25bsupported .on the 
base..lplate B. The .«cam._shaft A|25 `--is -driven by 
aloevlel Agear M5 mounted >on ,the middle .thereof 
and meshing ,with 1a similar bevel >gear `Ill-ji 
mounted .upon one end of a longitudinally posi. 
tioned. `drive shaft |41 at right ang-les to the 
shatt |25; ,0n the other end ofthe shaft |41 
is a` :bevel-.gear 5| de meshing g‘with a like bevel gear 
|419; which is y'mounted upon the shaft '6.9 ,wjhich 
asfhereinbeiore ¿described is driven »from the gear 
box 12. ‘ » 

`.the ¿pur-Dose ofxcausing the oscillating 
movement ‘of  .the Itake-¿off mechanism T', Ya ~large 
disc cam |5| is nxedly Ímounted upon the shaft 
|225. „A cam roller yor follower :M2-rides »upon the 
Deripheryof ̀ ‘the foam '|254 ¿and extends ¿laterally 
trom` the enjd .portion »of a` cam 'follower'.arm |53 
which. is; ¿mounted ¿upon .and voscillates with the 
shaft; 11.541;VV ¿.jSinc'e the .take-,oir mechanism arms, 
Hits-1h03, @are i ¿ii'xeollyifmountedv l on ‘ the. shaft |50, 

thereiiore >«that .fshaft'zoperates the arms I0 `.and 
also loosenr supportssyeFigfîw) ̀ the.’connectingiilziar1 
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||1 which operates the jaws of the take-oí 
mechanism. For the purpose of holding the cam 
roller |52 against the periphery of its cam I5|, 
a tension spring |55 is connected with the cam 
arm |59 and is anchored to the frame of the 
machine. » 

As will hereinafter be more fully described, 
the wiping mechanism is driven from the driving 
means mounted upon the base plate B through 
the agency of a shaft |51 in alignment with the 
shaft |41, there being a bevel gear |58 upon the 
end of the shaft |51 meshing with the bevel gear 
|45. Upon the opposite end of the shaft |51 is 
a sprocket wheel connected by a chain |58 with 
a sprocket |59 on a common shaft |59s with a 
spur gear |98, to drive the wiping mechanism as 
will more fully appear. The shaft |51 is jour 
nalledV in bearings |510. mounted upon the base 
plate B. v 

The wiping mechanism 

Mounted on top of the frame posts 32, 35 are 
end supporting brackets of substantially tri 
angular shape, |60, |6|. Running transversely 
across the machine Vand supported in these 
brackets |60, |6| are parallel rods |63 and |64. 
The rod |63 is at a higher elevation and spaced 
lengthwise of the machine from the rod |64. 
Slidably mounted upon the rods |63, |64 are 
similar carriages/designated generally by the 
numerals |65, |85, since these carriages are alike 
except that the wiper elements which they carry 
face oppositely. Hence only one will need to be 
described. These carriages comprise a bottom 
plate |66 upon which are molded bosses |61 
which are bored to receive the rods |63, |64, but 
one boss may have an open side, if desired, to 
facilitate assembly. A top plateV |68 isA secured 
to the carriage by screws |69 entering into the 
body of the bosses so that the top plate |68 is 
spaced from the bottom plate |66.'V Extending 
from the back side of the carriages |65, |85 are 
-bolts |65b and |8517 (see Fig. 20) for engagement 
by operating levers as will now be described. 
In order to driveV the sliding carriages |65, |85, 

as lheretofore indicated, the chain |58 engages 
with a sprocket wheel |59 rotatably mounted 
upon a transverse upwardly-inclined supporting 
bar |9| extending between the supporting frame 
posts 32 and 35. The large spur gear |90, driven 
by sprocket wheel |59, meshes with a likel large 
spur gear |92 on a shaft |929` also mounted in the 
crossbar |9|.. Extending laterally from the face 
of the spur gears |90, |92 at a point near theirY 
peripheries are two bolts |93, the shanks of 
which extend through and slide within slots |94 
of Vactuating bar or lever members |95, |96 pivoted 
at their lower ends upon spaced pins |91, |98 
respectively, mounted in a lower cross bar |99 
between frame posts 32, 35. At their upper ends 
the actuating bars |95, |96 have slots through 
which pass the pins |6517 and |8511y respectively. 
It will thus be seen that as the spur gears |90, 
|92 are caused to rotate in opposite directions, 
the actuating bars |95, |96 will move toward and 
away from each other causing the carriages |65, 
|85 to slide along the guide bars |63, |64 toward 
and away from each other. 
The sliding carriages |65, |85 are inclined due 

to the location'of the guide bars |63, |64, so that 
the carriages face upwardly at an angle, as illus 
trated in Fig..1'1. Mounted in the upper face or 
top plate of the carriages is a pivotY pin such as 
2|0 which is screwedj therein and has a smooth 

. shank 'beneath a' hexagonal headY upon vwhich 

shankk are ̀ pìvotallyy _mounted„one >on top of the 
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12 
other, a pair of similar wiper-supporting mem 
bers 2|2, 2 I4. As illustratedl in Fig. 18 the mem 
ber 2|2 is on top and the member 2|4 is beneath 
it. The shape of the wiper members may be 
seen best in Fig. 18 and may generally be de 
scribed as comprising a substantially circular 
body portion from which projects, in a radial 
direction, an enlargement or arm 2 |211., the simi 
lar arm 2|4a of the member 2|4 extending in a 
diametrically opposite direction. Laterally ex 
tending downwardly from the arms 2|2a and 
2|4a. are small abutment pins 2|2p and 2|4p 
in position to engage wiper-closing actuator bar 
members 222, 224 which are ñxedly mounted 
upon brackets220, 22| Which in turn are mounted 
on the guide rods |63 and |64. The closing bars 
222, 224 are so placed as to cause clockwise and 
counter-clockwise rotation of the wiper carriers 
2|4, 2|2 respectively (into the position A0f Fig. 
18) when the pins 2 |411', 2 |2p engage the ends of 
closing bars. 
Mounted upon an enlargement extending ap 

proximately at right angles to the arms 2|2a, 
2|4a are the wiper elements 2|3, 2|5 which are 
preferably small metal blocks set into the car 
riers 2|2, 2| 4, at right angles thereto and hav 
ing either rubber or hard tips thereon. Reversely 
bent arms 2|2œ, 2|4x extend from the enlarge 
.ments 2|2, 2|4 and are connected by a tension 
spring 2|6 which is adapted to move across the 
axis of the pivot 2|0 as the members 2|2, 2|4 
are rotated between closed position (Fig. 18) and 
open position (Fig. 15). Thus rotational move 
ment is assisted by the spring 2|6 as the line 
of action of the spring crosses over the axis of 
the pivotV pin 2|0; and holds the two members 
2|2, 2|4 with their wipers 2|3, 2|5 either closed 
(in engagement with opposite sides of the form 
F, Fig. 18) or open (as in Fig. 15). 
The rotational movements of the wiper car 

riers in the carriage |85 is in the opposite direc 
tion to that of the elements in the carriage |65 
but the movement of the wiper elements 223, 225 
together to grip the form F is the same in both 
carriages. 
As the carriages |65, |85 move away from each 

other, they approach wiper-opening bar members 
232, 234 and 23'2’, 234' mounted upon brackets 
236, 236' of any suitable form which are ad 
justably positioned at the desired places toward 
the opposite ends of the guide bars |63, |64. 
The form is held stationary between the jaw 

members |00, | |0 of the take-olf mechanism dur 
ing movement of the wipers toward the sides of 
the machine. Hence the wipers perform a wiping 
action over the entire forward or glued edge of 
the form, the one pair of wipers 2|3, 2|5 wiping 
from about the middle to the left edge and the 
other pair of wipers 223, 225 wiping from the 
middle to the left. The slight pressure exerted 
by the Wiper elements upon the edge of the form 
as they are wiping across it, tends to improve the 
adhesion of the several sheets of the form while 
at the same time wiping off minute globules of 
glue which maybe presenten the edge. 
From the foregoing it may be understood that 

as the carriages move toward the sides of the 
machine, the pins, for example, 2 |2p, 2|4p of the ` 
wiper carriers 2|2, 2|4 will engage with the ends 
of the opening bars 232, 234 and will thereby be 
caused to rotate lin the opposite direction from 
that which they were rotated by the stops 222, 
224. 'I'hus the wipers will be caused to disengage 
the form F. This'occurs- after the wipers have 
movedbeyond the side'edges of the form F dur-.y 
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ing their travel so ythat Ythe form is therefore en 
tirely free, for removal from the machine. 

Since there may be a tendency for the glue to 
accumulate upon the wiper elements 2 |3, 2 l5, 223, 
22 5, I provide between the pairs of opening bars 
232,- 234 and 232', 234’,vwipercleaning members 
mounted upon .brackets 236, 230’. The cleaning 
members may be twisted metal bars 240 with» 
sponge rubber tips 24|. This wiper cleaner is .so 
positioned that the tips 24| will tend to separate 
the wiper members 2|3, 2|.5 or 223, 2.25 as they 
come into contact with said tips, thus starting 
the opening movement of theA wiper elements 
which is continued by the engagement .of the 
opening b_ars 232, 234,'for example, with lthe pins 
2|2p, 2|4p. Since the opening movement ofthe 
Wiper carriers is accompanied by passage of the 
line of action of the spring 2|6 across the axis 
of the pivot 2|0, wiper carriers are held open 
(Fig. 15) by the action of the spring. p 
In order t0 make certain that there may not 

be a portion at the center of the glued edge 
which is not wiped, I provide for overlapping of 
the paths of the wipers at the middle of the >edge 
of the form. I locate the fixed ̀ pivots |91, |08 of 
the actuating arms |95, |96 differently relatively 
to the pivots of the driving or spur gears |90, |92. 
By _so locating these pivots one >of these arms |95, 
|96 maybe caused to move the carriage which it 
actuates further than the "other, It makes no 
difference which of these carriages is moved fur 
ther than the other as long as one carriage is 
carried a suñ'icient distance so that its wiper ele 
ments overlap the path of the wiper elements of 
-the other carriage. By so relating the gears |90, 
|92 relatively to one another that the radii, on 
which the sliding pins |93 are located, do not 
ever align but so that one is slightly in advance of 
the other, it is possible to cause one set of the 
wipers to engage the glued edge of the form F 
and start its return movement just prior to the 
engagement of the other wipers with the form. 

Operation 
Assuming the gate 85 has just been lowered by 

the pin 92 on the glue plate, the glue plate will 
then have its bottom in the glue trough 80.' At 
this time the loosely-gathered sheets of the form 
F are dropped on the table 40 and by reason of 
its 'jogging action `are aligned against the guide 
rail and the gate 85. The cranks 68, 15 on shaft'ßf) 
which control the rise and fall of the glue plate 
being in the arc at the bottom of their rotation 
give an interval when there is no significant 
amount of vertical movement of the plate while 
the gate is down. During this interval and also 
while the plate rises 4until its pin 9| elevates the 
gate, the aligning of the sheets takes place. 
’When the gate rises the sheets move >forward 

into edge contact with the glue plate and almost 
immediately (or simultaneously, if desired) >their 
edges'are rubbed with glue adhering to the 'bot 
tom part of the blade. y  _ 

' vThe-gate 85 remains up'by reason of the fric 
tional supports atlits'ends, illustrated in Fig. 10. 
When the glue plate is descending and the gate 

is'still up (before the pin 92 hits the gate), the 
opening 93 in the plate permits the passage 
therethrough of the glued sheets of the form. At 
this stage the take-ofi mechanism is adjacent the 
glue plate (see Fig. 12) »ready to receive the glued 
form issuing through the opening 93. As the 
gluedïedge ofthe form F moves through lthe 
opening 93, it passes through the open jaws |00, 
| lûfof the ̀ take-'off mechanism and comes Ato rest 
against the stopñngers |30.' Immediately-.there 
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upon the upper jaw |'|0 moves down toward the 
lower jaw clamping the form adjacent its edge. 
in the take-off mechanism by reason of the down 
ward -action of operating rod ||`| ,through .the 
action of cam |24 and cam rod ||9 as illustrated 
in Figs. 1, 5, 13. Immediately thereafter the ro 
`tation of cam shaft |25 and its cam |5| causes 
rocking of the shaft |50 and arms |02, |03 there 
on through >the action of the cam follower |52 
and its arm |53. (See Figs. 1 and 14.)- , Therock 
ing of the arms |02, |03 is in a counterclockwise 
direction as the apparatus is viewed in Fig.. 1,. 
thus causing the take-off mechanism to move 
from the gluing mechanism over to the wiping 
mechanism W. . , 

During this movement the cam roller |31 on 
link |33 of the take-off mechanism rolls upon the 
undersurface of> thestationary cam rollery |38 
causing the link |33 and crank arm |32 to rock 
the shaft |3| (see Fig. 5) to move vthestopiingers 
|30 out of the path of the ̀ form F. 
Also during the aforesaid movement ofthe 

take-off mechanism the supporting bars |40 upon 
which the form F is held, rock in a counter 
clockwise direction from approximately the full 
line to the dotted lineposition of Fig.,13 by reason 
of the ybias of spring |43 on the shaft |4| lupon. 
which those supporting rods are mounted. In 
this position the form is lpresented to the rwip 
ing mechanism. ’ » 

When .the form is presented to- the wiping 
mechanism, the wipers 2|3, 2|5, 223, 22'5 areopen 
as illustrated _in Fig. 15. Assuming the carriage 
E85 is the ñrst to reach the .end of _its inward 
travel under the action of the operating arm |96 
driven «by the gears |90, |92Y (see Fig. .20) as .the 
carri-age |85 approaches the end of its inward 
travel, wiper-closing bars |22, |24 abut vthe rightv 
ends of the pins Yon theY wiper carriers (corre-v 
sponding to pins 2|'2p and 21417, Fig. 18). This 

~ abutment causes rotation >in .a counter-clockwise 

60 

direction of the wiper 223 which thereupon .closes 
with -a snap motion due to the action of the over! 
center spring 2|6. The wipers closed because of 
the action of that spring. rAt this stage the ̀ oper 
ating arm | 96 starts to move the carriage r|85 to 
ward the outside of the .machine again. _lI‘his 
action causes the dragging or wiping of the wipers 
223, 2'25 over one-half of the forward edge of 
the paper. As this wiping action continues to 
the edge of the paper, rthe wipers 223, 224 evenf. 
tually come in contact with the cleaning element 
24|’ which wipes,` off the glue. 
At the .time -or immediately upon the carriagev 

|95 starting its movement toward the .outside 
of the machine, the wipers l2|.3, 215 on the left 
hand carriage |05 close upon lthe glued edge. .of 
the paper. Their path of wiping over the left 
half of the glued edge overlaps to a slight degreev 
the _path of the right hand wipers v2.23,„2‘2.5¿so_ as. 
to leave no intermediate unwiped area. 
The wipers now being open, the-formgcan be 

removed by hand or by automatic mechanism 
as desired, or can .be allowed to drop into _a basket 
or Ycontainer by gravity as the for-m slides voiiî .the 
supporting rods-|40 from the position illustrated 
in Fig. 13. 
been adjacent the wiping mechanism and during 
the operation of the wiping mechanism the gluing` 
mechanism has been operating through its-cycle 
as previously described. The rotation of the 
cam |5| will now cause the take-off mechanism 
to "return to ,the position adjacent the gluing 
mechanism wherein it will be ready to repeat, 
the operation just> described. „By tha-time «the 

While the .take-off fmechanismjfha-s. 
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take-’olf mechanism has returned .to its position 
adjacent the gluing mechanism the.. latter part 
ofthe gluing cycle will be in the process of com»` 
pletion so that asthe glue plate descends and 
the glued form enters the opening S3 in the glue 
plate,.the take-oiî mechanismis ready. to enter. 
uponV itsnext cycle.. . 

It is beueved that the. operation ofthe gluing.' 
mechanism illustrated in Figs. 1 to 6 will beV clear 
fromthe description of the operation of the glu 
ing mechanism of Figs. 8, 9 and 10. In the form 
of Figs. »l tov6, the absence of-thegate 85 does 
not v alîect fundamentallyL 'the essential func 
tionlof the gluing. In the form of Figs. l to 6 
the sheets of the form F are aligned and'main 
tainedìn alignment. by their abutment against 
the face ofthe glue blade and by the guide rail 
on the table until the time that the bottom part 
of theV glue blade which carries the glue comes 
in contact With-the' forward'edge of the form. 
FromV that point the gluing action is precisely 
as in the form of Figs. 8, 9 and l0. The function 
ingof the'take-off mechanism is the same in 
each case. 'v '  > 

From-the foregoing it may be understood that 
the invention can be employed with sheets having 
a thin strip of dry glue or other inactiveadhesive 
on- an-edge. The glue or adhesive'may be acti` 
‘vated bythe gluelblade dipping into a solvent or 
activator which by the mechanism described is 
thus introduced at the aligned edges of the sheets 
bearing the adhesive strip; with the result that 
adhesion may take place at the moment of exact 
alignment, as before. 
'If thermo-plastic or thermal setting adhesive " 

is used, the heat or pressure or both can be ap 
plied by the take-oft' mechanism jaws, in which 
event they may be heated electrically from with 
in by hot Ywire heating elements (not visible) or 
otherwise suitably connected by electric wires 
190W,` I IDW at the ends of the jaws |00, III) to 
a source of electric current. 

' In some cases the cutting of the sheets which 
are to make up the form may not have been 
accurate so that the edge of the papers may have 
a slight curvature. To take care of that co-ndi 
tion I provide on the back of the gluing blade 
a. tensioning arrangement comprising a bar 50a. 
running across the mid-portion of the back of 
the blade.Y At each end it is screwed or bolted 
tothe blade but spaced therefrom by washers. 
Fixedly'mounted or welded on the plate near the 
mid-portion of the bar'there are one or two 
spaced bolts 5llb. The end of each screw passes 
through a bore in the bar. Through the bar 
transverse to each bore a slot is cut to receive 
a round thumb. Thus by turning the nut 501L 
so that it presses against one side or the other . 
of the slot, the bladev may be compelled to take 
a slight concave or convex bend Yso as to con 
form exactly with the edges of the sheets com 
prlsing the form. 

It will be understood that the invention is not 
limited to the precise form and arrangement of 
parts herein illustrated and described. Since 

Y many vmodifications within the scope of my`in` 
vention will occur to those skilled in the art, I do 
not limit the invention to the specific embodi 
ments illustrated and described. 

` I claim: Y Y 

l. In a machine, the means to apply adhesive 
to an edge and adjacent area of asheet of paper 
or the like, comprisingwsupporting means for the 
sheet, Ameans "positioned torbe engaged bythe 
edge of theV sheet, means'to apply aîcoating of 
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adhesive to said' edge-engaged means, and means 
to cause a plurality of movements of said edge 
to and fro, over said adhesive-coated means.v 

2. In a machine, the means to apply adhesive 
to an edge and adjacent area of a sheet of paper' 
or the like, comprising‘supporting means for the 
sheet, Vmeans positioned to be engaged ,by the 
edge of the sheet, means to apply a coating of 
adhesive to said edgeê-engaged means, and means 
to cause relative vibratory motion of said. sup 
porting means and edge-engaged means. 

_ 3. In a machine, the means to apply adhesive 
to Van edge and adjacent area of a sheet of paper 
or the like, comprising supporting means for the' 
sheet, means positioned to be engaged by the’ 
edge of the sheet, means to apply a c-oating of' 
adhesive to said edge-engaged means, and means 
to vibrate said supporting means causing move 
ment of said edge over said adhesive-coated 
means. ` 

4. In a machine the means to cause inside 
adhesion of the edges of a plurality of sheets 
of paper or the like with said edges in alignment, 
comprising means to support said sheets, Ymeans 
to move said sheetsv slidably relative to one an-v 
other, means positioned to be engaged by cor 
responding edges of said sheets and cooperating 
with said supporting means to produce an align 
ing action of said edges, and to apply liquid atl 
said >edges-causing adhesion of said edges in exact 
alignment. ‘ 

5. Inra machine the means to " cause inside 
adhesion of the edges of a plurality of sheets 
of paper or the like with said edges in align 
ment, comprising means to support the sheets, 
means cooperating With said supporting means 
to move the sheets slidably relative to one an 
other to bring about alignment of an edge o1' 
each sheet with the corresponding edge ofthe 
other sheets, means positioned to be engagedl 
by said'edges of the sheets and to assist said 
aligning action and to apply liquid at said edges 
causing adhesion of said edges in exact alignment. 

6. The machine as claimed in claim 5 wherein 
the supporting means is a table, and the means 
cooperating with the supporting means to move 
the sheets comprises vibrating means for jogging 
the table. 

7. In a machine the means to cause inside 
adhesion of the edges of a plurality of sheets 
of paper or the like with said edges in alignment, 
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comprising a vibrating table for said sheets hav 
ing guide means thereon for one edge of said 
sheets, means adjacent one edge of said .table 
to apply adhesive automatically to a second edg .. 
of said sheets while aligning them. l l 

8. In combination, a vibrating table Vfor align 
ing sheets of a form or the like, a plate adjacent 
an edge of the table, means to apply adhesive 
to avportion of said plate, means tomove lthe 
platesubstantially vertically while an edge of> 
the sheets abuts the adhesive-covered portion> 
of said plate to coat the inside edges of‘sheet's 
of the form and cause them to adhere to ̀ each. 
other in alignment. ‘_ . 

' 9. _In a machine the means to cause inside 
adhesion of the edges of a plurality of sheets 
of >paper or the likewith said edges in alignment, 
comprising means to align an edge of each sheet 
with corresponding edges of the other sheets, 
means' to apply adhesive to said edges While the 
aligning means is operating, said aligning means 
cooperatingV with'said adhesive applying means 
Vtozcause .adhesive to’ be applied entirely along Y 
the inside. of one edge of said> sheets only overA 
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a; thin strip Ídirectly.adjacent> theedge;k 
said'sheets adhererin.- alignment. . 

. 10.'.In- a machine thexmeanstof. cause inside 
adhesion of the aligned‘edges of a plurality oi 
sheets ̀ of paper-'or the like'v comprisingza vibrating 
table on which said sheets maybe aligned,l and 
an adhesive-covered surface movable adjacent 
an edge of said tablewhirle'thetable is vibrating 
causing axthin’stripfoii adhesive-to ̀ enter inside 
any edge; of, said sheets: and; to secure said Yedges 
together in:v alignment; ’ ` 

¿11. A vibrating table;y means cooperating ‘there 
with tofca-use alignment ofv sheets'tir-"paperl or 
the like on 'theftableg and means'toïafpplyzadhesive 
automatically toen-edge of' the?V sheets and to 

causeA adhesion, at :the moment` oiîfalignment; combination` with. taker-'off vm'eclfianisni¿for taking 

the adhering-sheets from-ï the adhesive-applying 
means andpresenting them to. wiping vmecha 

wi'ping means rubbing over the? adhering 
edges ory said sheets while theyy areîheld by said 
take-od mechanism; andfmeansr to' operate-’said 
Willing' mechanism@andî lsaid.~ takeeoff" mechanism 
inícoordination. ' ' 

l2.; Means including: a vibrating'table to align 
sheets of' paper Orthez like andf'to automatically 
apply adhesive 'to aligned edges thereof',` means 
to take off" saidfsheets' from said table and" to 
presentftheirf Vadhering edges to wiping mecha~ 
nism; wiping means yrubbing overl-)he said‘îedgesA 
of said sheets while theyarefhel‘dfby- said'takem 
off' mechanism; andE means to operate'l said »wiping 
mechanism and' said“ take-‘olli mechanism in coi-f 
ordination'. ` " ' ` ' 

whereby 

 "13; Acmachi'ne as claimed? inlclaimv'lfZ wherein " 
the take-off mechanismU com-prises. a pair of 
oscillating? arms,l relatively ̀ movable yj'awï'members 
carried'by' said arms; means to clos‘e-sai‘d’jaws 
after the adhering edges of the` sheets enters' 
them, and to open said jaws' afftcrfthe'wipingß L 
means’has completed’its operation. " l 

I4; A machine as cl‘aimed'in claim` ts'fwh'ereinf 
the ' take-off' mechanism includes means-to locate" 
the.- attached 'sheets between the jaws; a'nd‘nieans` 
to move said'.locating‘means out of'i'the“ path of 
said sheets. priory to their’ presentation to: the' 
wiping means. 
 15. A machine-.fas claimedffin'claim 13'wherei`n 
the takeeoiî‘mechanism, includes meansV to locate 
the attached’slieetsz betweenÍ the jawsg. and» means 
to,` move saidfîlocating means'fou-t of the pathof 
said"I sheets prient@ their presentation: tothe 
wipingmeans., saidmeansr to\ move the locating'>> 
means includingl ̀ affixed'A cam tracli'` mounted* on 
the machin-eend a. cam «follower carried' by one 
of said oscillating arms. " ' 

16z. A' machine assclaime'd in claim- 12 wherein 
the take-off mechanism'. comprises a pair-1 of" 
oscillating arms; relatively movable` j'awf members'v 
carried'by said" arms; ’onei- of f' said j'aws‘» being 
m'ovably» supported' on sai'df` arms, cam l operated-1 
means to move sai’dîjaw closed*l and` openî after 
the sheets: have entered' thejj'aws andfîaiîter'sai’dï 
wipingzmeans-:have operated;‘respectitì'elmy ` 

`~ IT. machine as_*clai'medî'in claim I2*"wl‘lereiiliî> 
the Ítaire-olli?'meclfianisrriY comprises a pair“ olfI 
oscillating’ arms, relatively movabl'eaj~ ‘aw- members» 
carried by saidi'ai'rns, means to cl'ose saidf jaws 
after the attached' edges` 'ofÍ the sheets» enter 
them, and?4 to- open-«saidï jaws after- tlie wiping" 
means hasïcompleted it's' operation, said opening' 
and-‘closing means’including a- longitudinally 
movable' member slidabl'y'~ mounted on the pivot ̂ 
ofïsai'd 'oscijllatabl'e members,l and* cam- meansl toL 
movelsaid longitudinally movable' member. 
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18. A-machme» as claimed in claim 12 wherein 

the> take-off mechanism comprises a: pair of 
oscillating arms, relatively movable jaw members 
carried by said arms„means to close said/'jaws 
after the attachedi edgeswof' the sheetsV enter 
them, andto open said jaws after the wiping 
means ̀ has completed its operation', and means 
to support thebody of the paper during move 
ment from the adhesive-"applying means tonthe 
wiping means, said supporting means being 
tiltably supported on a shaft adjacent the wiping 
mechanism and spring-biased upwardly, the 
bias being perm‘ittedîto act orovercome by move 
mentY of ther take-onT means toward or away/‘from 
the'wiping. means respectively. ' 

19. A machine as claimedinclaim 122 wherein 
the take-,ofi mechanism comprises a pair'. of 
oscillating arms; relatively movable jaw members 
carriedwby said. arms, means to close said jaws 
after the attached edges of the sheets enter 
them, andn to open said jaws- after the wiping 
means has completed its operation and means 
to support the body of the» paper during move# 
ment from the adhesive-applying means to the 
wiping‘means, said vmeans to be tiltable‘r upwardly 
responsive to movement of the take-oli mecha-f 
nism toward the wiping means whereby on open 
ing of-said~ jaws the attachedy shets may exit 
by ygravity from the machine. Y . 

20. In a machine means to align sheetsVv of 
paper'or the like, means to apply adhesive auto 
matically to edges of theV sheetswhile they are 
being aligned, means automatically to present 
the attached‘edgesy of thelsheets to wipingfmecli-v 
anism, said wiping vmechanism comprising pairs 
of wiping devices; and-’means tov cause said de-l 
vices to wipe opposite sides of said'sheets attheir 
attached edges. ' ' » Y 

21.. A machine as claimed in claim 20 having 
means mounted thereonto clean on’ the wiping 
devices;y ^ 1 = > 

22. A machine asY claimed in claim 20> having 
means> tending to separate the wiping devices 
of each pair'and'at the same time to clean them. 

23. In: a’ machine means toy alignv sheetsk of` 
paper or the like, means to apply adhesive auto; 
matical'lyfto edges of the sheets while they are: 
being-aligned, means automatically to present» 
the'attached edges of the sheets towiping meche» 
anism,'. said wiping-mechanism comprising pairs 
of wiping devices and means to cause one’pair: 
of said devices to wipe, in one- direction, oppositei 
sides of said sheets»y at their attached edges,- and*x 
means to cause another pair to wipe in the*- op*l 
posite direction. 

24'. A> machine? as claimed in claim 23 wherein 
means are provided to cause.> the path oi"one> 
pair` of wiping devices toA overlap> the p‘atlr ofi` 
the other wiping devices. 

251 A machine as- claimed in claim 23i having,`1 
slidable carriages, means to move said carriagese 
between the mid-portion and the sidesv of"tilï1e~~` 
machine, said- wiping devices comprising pivoted 
carrier means- mounted on said carriages and' 
having wiping meansY thereon, projecting means.,V 
on said carrier means, andv fixed closing means' 
engageabl'e' byv said'proj'ecti'ng means to _mover 
said wiping devices into engagement` with“ the@ 
sheets, fixed opening means also engageabl’e'fbyß 
said projecting‘means to disengage said wiping;>~v 
devices from the- sheets. - ' 

26. A machine as claimed in claim 25'fhav-i‘ng“ 
spring means'r connecting each-pair ofwipingi. 
devices to bias them- open and closed.v y 
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slidable -carriagea'means to move said carriages 
between the mid-portion and the sidesof the ma 
chine, said wiping devices comprising pivoted 
carrierïvmeans mounted on said carriages and 
‘having wiping means thereon, means on said 
carriers to move said wiping means into and 
out of engagementI with the sheets as the car 
riages reach the inner ends and the outer ends of 
their travel respectively. . ' 

„ 28.' A. machine asrclaimed in claim 27 having 
means to hold each pair of wiping'devices open 

. and closed. 
2:29.. A machine as claimed in claim 20 having 

tensioning means »to press said wiping devices 
against opposite sides of said attached edges 
WhileV wiping the same. 
'.30. In a machine meansto cause interior ad 

hesion of the edges of a plurality of'sheets of 
paper or the like with? said edges in alignment, 
comprising a tilted vibrating table for said sheets 
having guide means thereon for one edge of 
saidwsheets, means adjacent one edge of said 
table' toV apply adhesive to a second edge of said 
sheets while aligning them, a reservoir of ad 
hesive into which said applying means, dips, 
means to elevate said applying means more at 
onelend than at the other so that the upper 
edge of the adhesive covering shall be substan 
tially parallel to the aligned sheet edges on the 
table.v 

31. In a machine the means to cause interior 
adhesion of the aligned edges of a plurality of 
sheets of 'paper or the like comprising a tilted 
vibrating table on which said sheets are aligned, 
means to ‘apply adhesive at aligned edges of 
said sheets »while the table is vibrating to cause 
a thin stripv of adhesive to enter inside an edge 
of said sheets and to secure said edges together 
at ’then moment of alignment, means to shield 
said Avsheets >from 'contact .With said adhesive 
applying means while aligning them prior to 
applying' adhesive, and >means to elevate said 
shielding means when adhesive is to be applied.. 
.32.' In'a'machine, the means to cause interior 

adhesion of the aligned edges'of a plurality of 
sheets of paper or the like comprising a tilted 
vibrating table on which said sheets are aligned,` 
means to apply adhesive at aligned edges of 
said sheets while the table is vibrating to cause 
a thin strip of adhesive to enter inside an edge 
of said sheets and to secure said edges together 
in alignment,` a reservoir into which said ap 

l plying. means dips, means to elevate said apply 
ing means more at one end than at the other, 
so that the upper edge of the adhesive cover 
ing shall be substantially parallel to theraligned 
sheet edges on the table, means to shield said 
sheets fromcontact with said adhesive-applying 
means during alignment prior to applying ad 
hesive,V and means to elevate and lower said 
shielding means to expose the edges of the sheets . 
when" adhesive is to be applied. 

, >33. Ina machine, themeans to cause interior 
adhesion'of the aligned edges of a plurality of 
sheets of paper or -the like comprising a tilted 
vibrating table on which said sheets may be 
aligned, means to apply adhesive at aligned edges 
of „said“ sheets while Ythe‘table is vibrating to 
cause a thin strip of adhesive to enter inside any 
edge of said sheets and to secure said edges 

‘ together in alignment, areservoir into which said 
applying means dips, means to elevate -said ap 
plying means more at one end than at the other 
so that theupper edge of the adhesive coveringv 
shall Y,be substantially parallel _to the aligned 
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sheet edgesaon the table'Vmeansfto shield said 
sheets from contact with said Vadhesive-applying 
means during alignment prior to applying adhe 
sive, and means to elevate and lower said shield 
ing 'means to expose the edges of the sheets when 
adhesive is to be applied, and means to hold'said 
shielding means in elevated and in loweredA posi' 
tions when moved therein. ' _ y 

34. In a machine for causing interior adhesion 
of the edges of a -plurality of sheets' of paper or 
the like, a vibrating table, ‘means vassociated 
therewith for aligning the sheets, means for ap 
plying adhesive to one edge of said aligned sheets 
while said sheets are vibrated by said table, means 
causing removal of the attached sheets from said 
table to a predetermined'position, and wiping 
means acting on the attached edge of the sheets 
while insaid 'predetermined position. ' 

' 35. In a machine for causing interior adhesion 
of the edges' of sheets of paper or the like, a vi 
brating table, means associated therewith for 
aligning the sheets, means adjacent one edge of 
the table and moving substantially> perpendicu 
larly to the plane of the table for -rubbing over 
an edge of the sheets, means j'to apply a coating 
of an adhesive to said rubbing means for appli 
cation to said sheet edges, means causing re 
moval of the attached sheets from said table to 
a predetermined position, and wiping means act 
ing on the attached edges of the sheets while in 
said predetermined position. 

36. A machine as claimed in claim`34 wherein 
the wiping means comprises pairs of wiping de 
vices pressing on opposite sides of the attached 
edges of the sheets and moving from the mid 
portion of the edge outwardly, ' - 

37. A machine as claimed in claim 36 wherein 
the wiping devices simultaneously wipe so as to 
substantially equally pull on the attached edges 
in opposite directions. ' 

38. A machine as claimed in claim 34 wherein 
the wiping means com-prises pairs of wiping .de 
vices pressing on opposite sides of the attached 
edges of the sheets and moving from the mid 
portion of- the edge outwardly, and means to 
automatically engage said wiping devices with the 
sheets at the mid-portion of the attached edges, 
and means to automatically separate said 'de 
vices upon conclusion of their wiping action. 

39. A machine as claimed in claim 34 wherein 
the wiping means comprisesrpairs of wiping de 
vices pressingv on opposite sides of the attached 
edges of the sheets and moving from the mid 
portion of the edge outwardly, and means to 
clean said wiping devices upon conclusion of each 
wiping operation. 

40. In a machine the means to cause-inside ' 
adhesion of the aligned edges of a plurality of 
sheets of paper or the like, comprising a vibrat 
ing table on which said sheets may be aligned, 
andan adhesive-covered‘surface movable adja 
cent an edge of said table While the table is vi 
brating causing a thin strip of adhesive ,to enter 
inside an edge of said sheets and rto secure said 
edgesy together in alignment, and a ?lat'clean sur 
face adjacent the edge-to-be-secured in position 
tending to align said edges prior adherence. . 

41. In a machine the means to cause inside 
adhesion of the aligned edges of a plurality of 
sheets of paper or the like‘comprising a vibratingv 
table on which said sheets maybe aligned, and-k 
an adhesive-covered surface movable adjacent an » 
edge of said table while the table is vibrating to 
cause a thin strip of adhesive to enter inside an,v 
edge of _saidV sheets and to secure said edgçsvtgm 
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gether in alignment, and a flat clean surface ad 
jacent the edge-to-be-secured in position for 
aligning said edges prior to adhesion, and means 
to raise and lower in unison saidclean surface 
and said adhesive-covered surface. 

42. In a machine the means to secure by inte 
rior adhesion the aligned edges of a plurality of 
sheets of paper or the like comprising a vibrating 
table on which said sheets may be aligned, and 
an adhesive-covered surface movable adjacent 
an edge of said table ~while the table is vibrating 
to cause a thin strip of adhesive to enter inside 
an edge of said sheets and to secure said edges 
together in alignment, and a flat clean surface 
adjacent the edge-to-be-secured in position for 
aligning said edges. prior to adhesion, and means 
to elevate said clean surface and expose the edges 
of the paper to the adhesive-covered surface. 

43. In a machine the means to cause inside 
adhesion of the aligned edges of a plurality of 
sheets of paper or the like comprising a vibrating 
table on which said sheets may be aligned, and 
an adhesive-covered surface movable adjacent 
an edge of said table while the table is vibrating 
to cause a thin strip of adhesive to enter inside 
an edge of said sheets and to secure said edges 
together in alignment, and a flat clean surface 
adjacent the edge-to-be-secured in position for 
aligning said edges prior to adhesion, and means 
to elevate and lower said adhesive-covered sur 
face and said clean surface to expose the edges 
of the sheets to the adhesive-covered surface. 

44. In a machine the means to cause inside 
adhesion of the aligned edges of a plurality of 
sheets of paper or the like comprising a vibrating 
table on which said sheets may be aligned, and an 
adhesive-covered surface movable adjacent an 
edge of said table while the table is vibrating 
to cause a thin strip of adhesive to enter inside 
an edge of said sheets and to secure said edges 
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together, and a flat clean surface adjacent the 
edge-to-be-secured in position> for aligning said 
edges prior to adhesion, and means to raise and 
lower said adhesive-covered surface, means as 
sociated with said raising and lowering means 
operative to raise and lower said clean surface 
at predetermined points in the rise and fall of 
said adhesive-covered surface. 

45. In a machine the means to cause interior 
adhesion of the aligned edges of a plurality of 
sheets of paper or thelike comprising a vibrating 
table on which said sheets may be aligned, and 
an adhesive-covered surface movable adjacent an 
edge of said table while the table is vibrating 
to cause a thin strip of adhesive to enter inside 
an edge of said sheets and to secure said edges 
together in alignment, and a ñat clean surface 
adjacent the edge-to-be-secured in position for 
aligning of said edges prior to adhesion, said 
clean surface being movable up and down, means 
to maintain said clean surface in elevated or 
lowered position, and means to raise and lower 
the adhesive-covered surface and to cause raising 
and lowering of the clean surface at predeter 
mined points in the rise and fall of the adhesive 
covered surface. , 
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